The Hamiltonian based on curvilinear normal modes and local modes (CNLM) is discussed using Wilson's exact vibrational Hamiltonian as basis, the CNLM representation diagonalizing only the normal mode block of FG matrix in curvilinear internal coordinates. Using CNLM the kinetic and potential energy operators for benzene are given, including cubic and quartic anharmonicity in the potential energy and cubic and quartic terms in the kinetic energy expansion in curvilinear coordinates. Using symmetrized coordinates and cubic and higher force constants the number and identity of the independent symmetry allowed (A ,g ) such force constants are obtained. The relation to conventional anharmonic force constants is then given and the allowed contributions of the latter are obtained. The results are applied to CH overtone spectra and intramolecular vibrational dynamics in Part III of this series.
The Hamiltonian based on curvilinear normal modes and local modes (CNLM) is discussed using Wilson's exact vibrational Hamiltonian as basis, the CNLM representation diagonalizing only the normal mode block of FG matrix in curvilinear internal coordinates. Using CNLM the kinetic and potential energy operators for benzene are given, including cubic and quartic anharmonicity in the potential energy and cubic and quartic terms in the kinetic energy expansion in curvilinear coordinates. Using symmetrized coordinates and cubic and higher force constants the number and identity of the independent symmetry allowed (A ,g ) such force constants are obtained. The relation to conventional anharmonic force constants is then given and the allowed contributions of the latter are obtained. The results are applied to CH overtone spectra and intramolecular vibrational dynamics in Part III of this series.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years considerable interest has developed, both experimentally and theoretically, toward understanding vibrational relaxation and intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR). It is well known that the properties, rate and mechanism of IVR play a fundamental role in many areas of chemical dynamics. ' J Insight into aspects of RiceRamsperger-Kassel-Marcus RRKM or other treatments of unimolecular reactions,24 of multiphoton processes,' mode selective processes, ' and of overtone-induced reactions' all require elucidation of the IVR behavior. These investigations have been particularly intensified with the introduction and application of lasers and molecular beams to studies of these problems.
In studies of IVR, benzene occupies an interesting position, as a textbook examplesv9 of a molecule of intermediate size. It shows many of the phenomena exhibited in other intermediate size molecules, such as Fermi resonance, vibration-rotation coupling and radiationless transitions.8- '4 Several theoretical investigations of IVR of benzene have been performed with the classical trajectory technique,15-19 and also with a diagonalization of a model quantum mechanical Hamiltonian20*2' or an empirical fitting technique. 22 The results obtained differ substantially from the more recent u = 3 CH overtone spectrum, the spectrum being much narrower (a factor of 5 or so) than typically calculated values.*' The discrepancy may be due either to the dynamical treatment or to the potential energy function used, or to both. A direct quantum-mechanical evaluation for C-H overtones, using recent potential energy surface results, should provide more information. The availability of both quadratic force constants and cubic anharmonic force constants for benzene23-33 provides one base for the present study. We also introduce some estimated quartic force constants in addition to the quartic terms in the kinetic energy expansion. *' Contribution No. 8363. On the other hand, as is well known, a basis-set quantum-mechanical study of vibrational spectrum IVR in complicated molecules is often limited by the computational memory and time associated with the use of a large number of zeroth states in high-dimensional systems. However, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) searching methods offers one possible route of performing this evaluation.34 This AI search technique is used to find the most important subsets of states from the entire set of zeroth-order states. Once the subset of states is found the characteristics of the vibrational spectrum and dynamics can be analyzed using this reduced block of the full Hamiltonian.34v35
In the present series of articles we give such a quantummechanical calculation of vibrational spectra and IVR for C-H overtones for benzene for vcH = 1,2, and 3 using the AI search technique. In this first paper of the series the curvilinear normal modes and local modes (CNLM) coordinate Hamiltonian to be used to treat benzene is described.
The curvilinear normal mode (CNM) and CNLM coordinate systems are discussed in Sec. II and the Hamiltonian in CNLM coordinates is given. The kinetic couplings for benzene, including the G matrix and its derivatives, are given in Sec. III. Potential energy parameters for benzene, including quadratic, cubic, and quartic force constants, are described in Sec. IV. Relations of cubic terms between nonredundant internal and symmetrized coordinates are discussed in the Appendices.
II. CURVILINEAR NORMAL MODES AND LOCAL MODES AND HAMILTONIAN
The conventional theoretical approach for molecular vibrational study is based on the use of rectilinear normal coordinates.8*9,36 Rectilinear coordinates, however, need not be the best choice for systems where several degrees of freedom may undergo large-amplitude displacements from the equilibrium configuration. Internal coordinates can be par-titularly useful for treating problems with large-amplitude vibrations, such as occur with higher overtones.23-28*37~2 A simple polynomial expansion in (curvilinear) internal coordinates is a more accurate representation of the potential than an expansion to the same power of the polynomial in Cartesian coordinates. A number of vibrational and rotational Hamiltonians for polyatomic molecules have been derived in terms of curvilinear normal modes (CNM), such as those given in Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In the present work curvilinear normal modes and local modes (CNLM) are described and the molecular vibrational Hamiltonian in CNLM is discussed.
We consider a molecule with M vibrational modes, where M is equal to 3N -6 or 3N -5, N being the number of atoms in the molecule. When only a subset of the modes is treated, the in-plane modes of benzene, for example, M<3N-6. A. Curvilinear normal modes and local modes
The zeroth-order vibrational Hamiltonian of molecular vibrational motion for a harmonic model can be written in terms of displacement coordinates q and their conjugate momenta p as
(1) where q = {q1,q2,..., qM} denotes the column vector formed from the nonredundant internal displacement coordinates of the molecule, p denotes the vector for the momenta conjugate to q, G (q,) is the customary mass matrix at the equilibrium nuclear configuration qo, denoted later by G(O), and F"' is the quadratic force constant matrix.
Curvilinear normal modes Q describe a particular transformation of q: q=LQ, (2) or where Q = cQl,Q2,...,QM} denotes a column vector for the CNM, and L and S are the transformation matrices. The transformation matrix L diagonalizes both G' O' and Fc2' simultaneously, and, in general , the constant factors of Q are chosen so that the transformed matrix W -' (q,) = LtG -' (qo)L is a unit matrix, and so that the trans-
This use of CNM for all modes, including X-H modes, where X = C, 0, N, etc., describes well the small-amplitude molecular vibrations at low vibrational excitations, such as much of the v = 1 excitation of the C-H modes. However, for the excitation of higher C-H overtones the CNM description becomes less adequate: The number of states also increases extremely rapidly as the total vibrational energy increases; the densities of vibrational states of benzene for the energy ranges of C-H v = 1 to v = 4 overtones, for 2 1 inplane modes, calculated using both direct count and the Whitten-Rabinovitch approximation,2 are given in Table I , together with the densities of states for some smaller molecules. At v = 3 the vibrational states have become so closely spaced that they become, almost, a quasicontinuum. Many of these nearly degenerate zeroth-order states are mixed strongly by the anharmonicity of the system, so that each exact vibrational eigenstate would actually be a complicated mixture of many zeroth-order normal mode states and then the CNM no longer provides an adequate description.
For many molecules in which X-H overtone studies are of interest (X = C, 0, N, etc.), e.g., water, methane, and benzene, the local mode (LM) description, in which the vibration is largely localized to single X-H bonds, provides a simpler picture of the XH motion.'0"2-'4 For studying such molecules a reasonable procedure is to treat some of the vibrational modes, the C-H stretches in benzene, for example, as LM and to treat the other modes, such as the ring modes and C-H bending modes, as CNM. This mixed picture is termed here a curvilinear normal modes and local modes (CNLM) description.
CNM can be determined for a given system. In specifying the CNLM one needs to determine the partitioning be- q2a=6 -"2(6,-6,+6,--6,+6,-6,) 429. = j ( -6, + 6, -6.4 + 6,) tween these two types of modes. It is convenient in the present work to partition the vibrational modes into I local modes and M -I curvilinear normal modes and to order the components of Q as Q,,& ,..., Q,,Q, + 1 ,... QM. The exact definition of CNLM is then the same as in Eq. (2) or (3), but now the transformation matrix L (or equivalently, S) diagonalizes only the normal mode blocks of the matrix G(O) and Fc2' (as in Fig. 2 ).
In the present work we consider benzene using the definition, notation, and numbering of the internal coordinates, the CNM and the CNLM, given in Tables II and III , and in Fig. 1 .
B. Hamiltonian in CNLM
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian H of a polyatomic molecule can be written in Hermitian form as9 linear momentum operators p and the total angular momentum J T=peJ,
and D = det D. The matrix D is the direct sum of the mass matrix G(q) in internal coordinates and inverse of the moment of inertia matrix I, which depends upon Coriolis and other rotational parameters:
In the present initial paper we consider only the vibrational motion and omit, thereby, Coriolis effects. In this case Eq. (4) becomes
w 1 whereg = det G is also a function of q. Expanding the kinetic energy operator in Eq. (7), HK, we have
Ii ry where (p,p,g) means that the differential operation ofp, and pJ acts only on g. Following an argument analogous to Watson's discussion36 the last three terms in Eq. (8) are of a smaller order in fi relative to the first terms and are ignored here. We will return to this point in a later paper.
In that case Eq. (7) reduces to H=i ,$ piGu(q)pj + V(q). (9) 1 The mat'ix G, a matrix function of q, may be expanded about the equilibrium nuclear configuration, q = 0:
where G"' is the ith derivative of G with respect to internal coordinates. G(l) is a vector for each element G, of the G matrix and is evaluated at q = 0. It contains M3 elements. G(*), the second derivative of G, is a second-rank tensor for each G, matrix element and contains M4 elements: (11) 12) where the indices are 1,2,. ..,M (the indices A4 + 1 to M + 3 in Eq. (4) correspond to J) .
When the potential energy term V(q) in Eq. (4) is expanded about the equilibrium nuclear configuration q = 0, we have F'(q) = tF'*':qq + +Fc3' i+ -&Fc4' i+ * -*, (13) F(*),Fc3), and Ft4' containing the quadratic, cubic and quartic force constants, respectively. Illustrated by the matrix described in Fig. 2 we have a transformation from internal coordinates q to CNLM Q and also from p to P,
i j where the matrix C denotes (L-') + and Pi is conjugate to Qi. Here, neither the matrix L nor S is unitary, and therefore (L -')ji #L, and C#L, since the matrix GF is, in general, not symmetrical, although both F and G are symmetrical matrices.
With Eqs. (9), (14), and (15), the Hamiltonian becomes
where, WQyb = iJ$n CiaCj~G~tLLmyLn~* 
Since the Morse potential function provides a useful description for local modes, the Morse potential of the crth local mode for a<f, will be used, instead of the terms K:2,'Q;/2!, Kc3' ,,,Qi/3! and K h",h, Qt/4!. We then rewrite the Hamiltonian in Eq. (9) as
i= L where the zeroth-order Hamiltonian term hi is
The H' in Eq. (23) contains, for an intermediate size molecule such as benzene, many terms. Various approximations and models have been employed for H ' in previous studies. Clarke and Collins neglected H' in their classical simulation.19 They found that the cubic force constants could not be used since the classical vibrational motion is unstable due to an unbounded potential even for moderate CH overtones; I9 Haloner?' also omitted cubic and higher force constants, but included one term of the G matrix, the kinetic coupling between CH stretch and CC stretch G ,', (using the notation in Ref. 9). Sibert, Reinhardt, and Hynes" introduced two more terms of the G matrix, G L and G ip and omitted cubic and higher force constants.
In the present work, we consider an extensive quantum calculation and retain many more terms in H': H' = Hquactratic + Hcubic + Hquartic + * * * *
The Hquactratic in Eq. (25 ) arises from the off-diagonal elements of the matrices W(O) and K'*' in Eqs. ( 17) and (20), since both W(O) and K'*' are no longer diagonal in CNLM.
As noted earlier only their normal mode blocks are diagonal. The off-diagonal parts of W"' and of K'*' represent the "stationary kinetic coupling" and the harmonic potential coupling, respectively. Each of these two terms contains the L-L (local-local) couplings and L-N (local-normal) coupling as in Fig. 2 . Explicitly, we have H quadratic = Hi*' + H (2) " 9 (26) where
The Hcubic in Eq. (25) involves the first kinetic coupling term in the kinetic energy expansion, i.e., the first derivative of the G matrix (or W"' in CNLM) H i3), and the cubic anharmonic coupling, H L3): and the prime on the summation means that all K ii,', Q i terms for a<1 are excluded, since they were used to construct the Morse potential in Eq. (24). Similarly, H,,,,, involves both the second kinetic coupling, i.e., the second derivative of the G matrix (or W'*) in CNLM) H i4' and the quartic anharmonic coupling, H L4): (34) the prime on the summation again denoting that all K ;?a@ Q ", terms for a<1 are excluded.
C. Zeroth-order eigenvectors
The zeroth-order eigenvectors used in the present work have the form 4(%~2dbf 1 = Xn,Xn, * * 'Xn,t (35) whereXnj is a single-mode-eigenvector for modej with quantum number nj. It is an eigenfunction of hi, as defined in Eq.
(24)) with eigenvalue E,,,:
hjXn, = ~n,,~n~* In the calculation of numerous perturbation terms we can focus on the matrix elements obtained with the singlemode-eigenvectors. The relevant single-mode operators are Q,Q *,Q 3,Q 4,P,P2,PQ,QP,PQP,PQ *,Q 'P, and PQ *P, where PQ # QPand PQ * # Q 'P due to the noncommutativity of P and Q. For the harmonic oscillators, the matrix elements for these operators are readily available.' For the Morse oscillators, the matrix elements for Q and Pare given byw50 (39) where
The expectation values of the other operators can be found using the identity operator, Z;= o In) (nl = 1, so that, for example, (I lQ*lm) is given by X, (I IQ In)(nlQ lm),51 and Eqs. (38) and (39) are then used.
III. KINETIC COUPLING IN BENZENE
We use the model discussed in Sec. II for the study with the 21 in-plane modes of benzene. Thereby, the coupling between the in-plane modes and the out-of-plane modes and the Coriolis coupling are assumed to be relatively weak for the present purpose. The six C-H stretching modes are treated as the LM's and so I = 6, as in Fig. 2 . The remaining 15 modes involve the ring and C-H bending motions as the CNM's.
A. G matrix for benzene
The mass matrix G of benzene is well known, the elements of the G matrix being available both in internal coordinates and symmetry coordinates. ' However, what are needed now are not only these elements themselves, but also the derivatives of these elements with respect to the internal coordinates. The usual expressions for these elements in literature, for example in Ref. 9, do not distinguish different sj, fj aj, fl,, etc. (the notation is that given in Fig. 1 ). Presumably the intention in Ref. 9 and in references cited therein was only to proceed from internal coordinates to conventional (Cartesian) normal coordinates; and hence to use only G"' instead of the full coordinate dependent G-matrix G(q). The element Gs,,4, was given, for example, as J3p,/4to where to is the C-C bond length.'The second derivative of an element, such as a 2GTS,,p, dt,$?,, cannot be calculated from these quantities, since it was not specified in the usual tabulation which C-C bond displacement 1 in v'@,/4t,, represents. Using Wilson's technique' the expression of the G matrix for in-plane displacements, can be derived as explicit functions of internal coordinates. Expressions for nonzero elements G ,,,,;(x,x' = ~$,a, andp,j = 1,2 ,..., 6) obtained in this way for the G matrix are given in Table IV The first derivatives of the G matrix with respect to internal coordinates may be obtained either analytically or numerically. However, for the second derivative the former appears to be less practical, since the number of nonzero coefficients G,,.,, defined in Eq. ( 12) is extremely large. By using a numerical method, namely by writing G (2) _ wnn --$+( . . . . q,n + A, ,... ,q. + A,,...) m " + Gg C..., q, ,..., qn ,... 1 -G, C..., qm + A, ,..., qn ,... 1 -G;j(.**,q,,***,qn + An,***)]> (41) convergent results for these second-order kinetic coupling were easily obtained.
We have determined the numbers of primitive independent terms (PIT) for the first and second derivatives of the G matrix (in symmetrical, conventional normal modes or curvilinear normal modes) by a symmetry study of heterogenous noncommutative spaces?*
where the superscripts PQP and PQQP represent spaces spanned by primitive independent basis (PIB) in the first and second derivatives of the G matrix, respectively, and Nd is the number of doubly degenerate irreducible representations (IR) in the M vibrational modes considered. For the in-plane modes of benzene there are 5537 and 66 941 PIT's for the first and second derivatives of G matrix, respectively. However, because of symmetry, the numbers of totally symmetric linear combinations of PIT's, required by symmetry of Hamiltonian, are substantially fewer, namely, 467 and 5575 for these first and second derivatives of the G matrix, respectively.52
The derivatives of the G matrix with respect to CNM or CNLM, which are present in the perturbations Hi3) and H p' defined in Eqs. (30) and (33) Table V . Here, we consider always derivatives with respect to linear displacements. In obtaining those derivatives, all of angular variables are transformed to corresponding linear displacements. To obtain the derivatives with respect to the curvilinear normal modes Q, listed in Table V the transformation given in Eq. ( 18) is used. The W $&Pa Q, Pp terms of H I;" can be characterized by types of principal internal coordinate components of the modes Pa,Q,, and Pp. In principle, there are forty types of the first-order kinetic coupling for in-plane modes of benzene, such as sss, &a, stt, etc., where s denotes a C-H stretch, t a C-C stretch, a a CCC angle, and j3 an HCC angle. However, not all of them are important. For example, the first seventy five largest terms of H I;" (all expressed in the same units) involve only flsfi and fist type kinetic couplings, while other important terms in H :') are tst, ,&a, and att.
Similarly, for the second-order kinetic couplings V$!,d'a Q,Q8, f or b enzene there are one hundred types of the second-order kinetic couplings. The most important types are /?ssfl and @St.
IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY PARAMETERS OF BENZENE
The potential energy function of molecules can be expanded about the equilibrium nuclear configuration in internal coordinates, as in Eq. ( 13), or in curvilinear normal coordinates, CNM, or in CNLM, as in Eq. (20)) or in "Morse coordinates" (Refs. 53 and 54) ( 1 -e -aq). We adopt the expansions in internal coordinates and CNLM and plan to explore the expansion in Morse coordinates later for the present system. The use of computers to perform ab initio calculations of intramolecular potentials, and to refine empirical force constants, has facilitated the theoretical modeling of molecules of ever increasing size. Benzene has recently been the subject of detailed ab initio23p24 and semiempirica125-33 calculations. Pulay, Fogarasi, and Boggsz3 (PFB) proposed theoretical quadratic and cubic potential parameters for the ground state ofbenzene, designated here as the PFB potential. Ozkabak and Goodman26 (OG) obtained a harmonic force field from experimental frequencies for D,, , D,, , and D,, isotopically labeled benzenes and degenerate mode Coriolis constants, these quadratic force constants being termed here OG potential. To obtain these quadratic constants OG made a correction for the anharmonic contributions to these fundamentals and overtones, when these anharmonicities were available. Ultimately, the OG harmonic potential should be corrected for the effect of the remaining anharmonic contri- butions to the fundamentals. In our further calculation of the Hamiltonian the OG potential is used.
B. Cubic force constants of benzene
The only available cubic force constants for benzene are given by the PFB potential in terms of nonredundant internal coordinates. The terms F$'qiqjq, can be characterized by the types of internal coordinates qi etc., such assss, sta. In general, there are twenty possible types of cubic force constants for in-plane modes of benzene. The PFB potential provides the independent nontrivial cubic force constants. Many other cubic force constants can easily be obtained by cycling the indices of F ijk .
(3) However, those cubic force constants related to a nonredundant internal coordinates are not as simple to deduce. For practical use of these cubic force constants certain relations among the cubic force constants associated with saa, taa, ssa, and tta are needed.
Each of these four types of cubic force constants forms a representation subspace. Since the total Hamiltonian is totally symmetric the numbers of independent quantities in these subspaces are equal to the numbers of A,, irreducible representations I in them. From the definition of the internal coordinates used in this work, shown in Table II Using direct product and character tables of groups55-59 we found that the four types of cubic force constant for benzene, saa, taa, ssa, and tta have 4,4,6, and 5 independent quantities, respectively. Other cubic force constants of these types are related to these independent quantities. The relations between the independent quantities and other cubic force constants are listed in Table VI . The details for obtaining these relations are discussed in Appendices B and C.
In the AI search calculation in the present series, all of the in-plane cubic force constants given by the PFB potential for benzene are employed.
C. Estimates and values of quartic force constants
In previous theoretical calculations for benzene's-22 the quartic couplings (sometimes even cubic couplings) were neglected. The present calculations, details of which are given in Part III of this series, show that these quartic kinetic and potential (where they could be estimated) and kinetic coupling terms make significant contributions to the V -3 overtone transition. However, at present most of CH - the quartic force constants of benzene are either not known or have not been estimated. Practical calculations of quartic force constants for some other smaller mo1ecules60-63 led to l, W, " 9 F, , , , q, q, Ft, r, p, , , f't, t, w F, , , w Fw, , ~ Ftz, , w, Fw, w Fw~r' F t&7, . 3 Ft, r, p, . 9 Ft,wsr 9 Ft.,,w 9 Fr,w Fww 9 Fww; F r,~VWb ' Fr,wz,,,v Ft>wmmbt Ft>wx,r' Fwm, Fwu,aa~ Fr,~.eema. %+eF = Fs,+x ad F,,,,x = Ftj+, wherex = h %,., or h.. the following inferences: the so-called diagonal quartic force tion to the stretching quartic force constants of the type Fizi constants, i.e., of the type F!&, for bond length displaceand Fjzj. The actual values of these force constants were ments, are much larger than others, when defined in similar obtained approximately using a Morse potential model for units. In the present initial study we shall confine our attenthe stretching motion. For the Morse potential the energy V(x) for the coordinate x is
According to the definition of force constants it is easy to find the relations between a and the quadratic, cubic, and quartic force constants for this system to be
where,
These approximate relations are in agreement with previous ab initio results, as seen as follows. For benzene aCH = 1.774 A -I, a value obtained from the anharmonicity of CH stretching motion,*' and a,, z 1. 9 FlJ8, --39 aJA--', where i = l,..., 6. These results are close to ab initio values of the PFB potential,23 -34.0 and -40.7 aJ A -3, respectivelyEquation (46) provides a relation among F('), Fc3), and Fc4'. Table VII shows that this approximate relation is reasonably satisfied for some carefully studied small molecules.61-63 By using Eq. (46) we obtain F&, z 120 aJ A -4, F'4' t,t,r,1, z 150 aJ A -4, where i = i,..., 6. There is, in Table VII , a trend that the ratio in Eq. (46) is the same within a molecule, for two quite different members of each pair of bonds but differs somewhat from one molecule to another, i.e., from one calculation to another. Perhaps this result reflects an internal consistency within the calculations but the error of a calculation depends on the methods used and the system treated.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, a discussion is given here for CNLM and for the Hamiltonian in this CNLM. The G matrix and potential energy surface for benzene has been discussed. In the further work the results in the present paper will be used to perform an AI search calculation for benzene and calculate (Part III) the CH spectra for ucu = 1, 2, and 3 excitations. Table II . However, because of the complicated form of the NRIC involving the a coordinates, the relations between these cubic force constants of benzene in the NRIC are not obviously simple. In this appendix we derive the expressions for these relationships using nonredundant symmetrized coordinates (NRSC). In Appendix B they are derived using redundant internal coordinates (RIC).
In the NRSC system, the a coordinates are symmetrized and other in-plane modes, s, r, and fi, still use internal coordinates. There are 63,63,36, and 36 possible cubic force constants in the saa, taa, ssa, and tta subspaces. However, as is shown in Sec. IV B there are only 4,4,6, and 5 independent quantities, respectively. Others can be a linear combination of the independent quantities in the corresponding subspace.
We can use nonredundant symmetrized rectilinear or curvilinear coordinates to find the relationships between independent quantities and other cubic force constants. These relationships are simpler than those in Table VI . We consider the saa and taa types of cubic force constants as examples.
s coordinates
In Table II six relations between the six symmetric stype coordinates q', denoted in Table II by S, , S, , , S, , , S, 3, , !!&, and S, , , using Wilson's numbering, 9v'3 and the six internal coordinates si for CH stretching are given. They form a 6X 6 matrix. The sj (i = 1,...,6) are written as linear combinations of the symmetrized coordinates q3 in Eq. (A 1) . The coefficients relating the six symmetrized coordinates # to the si is obtained by transposing the abovementioned matrix. Similarly, there are two other A,, linear combinations, @ia" and @ia"" generated from the E2g and E,, components in s and aa spaces, respectively. We choose the other two independent quantities as Fs,cq2z q2z + qG q20 ) and F s,q,,(qico + are ) and denote them by C ; and D ; , respectively. The other cubic constants in this saa subspace are related to them. This space of four states will be denoted by ~d,,h,,&&,~-d, isth e a component of the E2g pair or of the E,, pair, with a similar remark applied to the other 4%. It is readily shown using group theory that the A,, linear combination generated from components of two E2g (or E,, ) states spanned by Cd, ,&, } and {+A ,& 1, respectively, is J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 11,l June 1991
Following similar discussion above for @pa and @f*, using the above expression (A8) and the coefficients given in Eq. (Al) we have 
taa type
The relation between six t-type internal coordinates and symmetrized coordinates, similarly to that given in Eq. (A 1 ), can be obtained from Table II where Ft,q,uq~u~ are chosen as independent quantities and noted by A ; , B ; , C; , and D ; , respectively. Other types of cubic terms also can be treated similarly.
APPENDIX B: RELATIONS FOR CUBIC TERMS OF BENZENEINNONREDUNDANTINTERNAL COORDINATES
Four different types of cubic force constants, saa, ssa, taa, and tta are discussed, respectively.
Saa type
There are 216 force constants for the terms s,aiaj in RIC of benzene. However, a careful examination shows that only 13 of these are independent cubic force constants in RIC for this subspace. These independent terms, represented by structure plots, are given in Fig. 3(a) where a bar represents the position of sk (without loss of generality we choose k = 1, i.e., the first position), and the two asterisks indicate the positions of ai and aj. The corresponding cubic force constants are denoted by I;; ,F; ,...,FS3, respectively. Any cubic force constant of type saa is equal to one of these F', 's. For example, s, a2a2 is represented by the fifth structure in Fig. 3(a) and s,a,a, is equivalent to the seventh structure in Fig. 3(a) . Therefore Fs,,2,2 = F; and Fsl,,,h = F+, respectively. In this way the assignments of the s,aiaj and the s2aiaj are obtained and given in Table VIII . The assignment for other sE;'s can be obtained similarly.
By using the definition of q19 given in Table II and Table  VIII , we obtain Table VI is thereby  established. By using the definition of q20a in Table II , we obtain two sets of equivalent cubic force constants:
6 &J*$)b &J'*&J*(bJ (*) &J* 68 6% b* 0, (&J b) FIG. 3 . Independent terms in cubic force constants related to (x internal coordinates in NRIC: (a) SCM type, where s is fixed ass, and the positions of a are represented by *. For example, the sixth means the term s,a2aW (b) tacx type, where t is fixed as t, and the positions of a are represented by *.
For example, the sixth means the term f,a,a,. for i = 2, 3, 5, 6. By using the definition of qZ,,,, in Table II we 
for i = 2, 3, 5, 6. Combining Eqs. (Bl )-(B4), we have the relations between cubic force constants in NRIC:
= f(4C, -Bl), j= I,4
F Sdob = fW3, + Cl>, j= WA6 036)
as shown in Eqs. 2 to 5 in Table VI. Other relations for Fs~ru4200 and Fs~, uq20b can be established similarly.
2.taa type
Here, t represents CC stretching as in Fig. 1 and Table  II . There 216 terms t,aiaj in RIC. However, a careful examination shows that only 12 of them are independent. These are shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The corresponding cubic force constants are denoted by F: ,F:,...,Fi2, respectively. Any cubic force constant of type taa is equal to one of F k. The assignment of I;;,,,=, and F, ~a are given in Table VIII, and 2 'I the assignment for other C, can be obtained similarly. 
for i = 1, 3, 4, 6. Similarly, for FtdO, we have 
F lPiob = 3(2B2 + C,), j = 1, 3, 4, 6. (Bl3) Other relations for Frp,,q200 and Ftfl,uq206 can be proven similarly.
ssa and tta types
The relations of cubic terms between these types can be demonstrated similarly. However, there six are and five in-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 11,l June 1991 dependent quantities for ssa and tta type, respectively. Therefore more relations, as shown in Table VI, (4) and (5) given in Table VI: F WdOb =F w2%9G + 8 t --%(q&q2?5 +92092%) F SdOb
